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A theory for ttoa Interaction ef a aovlng •agnetlsed

plaana with a neutral gaa la developed har«. Si la ahenn

that whereas the relativ* tarmlnal valoelty attained after

the active phase of Interaction Is roughly given by

potential of the neutral gas« and 1^ i s i t s mas) i t i s

argued that a snail plaraa neutral gas interaction «HI not

ensue unless the Initial plasaa velocity exceeds a certain

threshold velocity given roughly by V ^ - ^ Í *- f^j Mi; 'l { fl"l

i s the amss of the plasaa Ion) • the "Alfven critical velo-

city" la thus to be identified with the teaalnal velo«^ty

\jf_ • iJia observed rapid deceleration of plaaaa Is

explained as being due to the sharing of the plasaa

•enentua and energy by the freshly lonlsod stationary neutral

atoms tha£ are added to the plasaa stream while a part of

the energy la used up la heating the electrons which in

turn ionize the neutral a tons. A nodal tor the acceleration

of electrona Is given which aqplalna both the triggering

of the Interaction and subsequent acceleration to the

observed electron energies of 200 *V or «ore. Xfe also



tli* obsanred threshold with respect to tha

neutral density» further» aiaem tho acceleration occor«

pradmlnantlr «long th« Magnetie f l d d In tha nodal»

I t i s also oonsistant with tha observed polarisation of

th« Ha X 4686 X Ha«. Tha modal thus explains most

a£ tha obsarvations in a natural «ray»
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Alfvsn (195«» J9«o) lias

•evas through a •agnetlsed

if tto* relative velocity

of

that

is abruptly ionic«

vain* V* «

potentials thus

of tiio nesitraX ate* and wVls i t s

ionised i t i s

than» aeeerdftag to Mfvan» stopped by th* sag—tic Oslo*

velocity \ / i* know as the •JUfvsn critical

and til* above hypothesis i s referred to as th* Vlfvsn

critical velocity hypothesis»»

Shis hypothesis has an intuitive appeal fras tli*

point of view of energetics t Xn th* situation considered

above (with the plasma at rest and th* neutral gas stovlng

through it) the energy i s contained in the aotitn of th*

neutrals» If tán* kinetic anargy nautral

«ton can scaahew b* utilised for th* Ionisation of tha

lättar» than Ser. (i) veold giv* th* sdnism walodty for

th* Ionisation to occur» provided ther* is so loss to tit*

thwsjal coDpenant of to* systss«

As already pointed out by Alfvao (1960) thar* exists

th* difficulty regarding th* actual ascaanlsB of transfer



of energy fron the neutral mass notion to the bound

electrons of the neutral atoms so that the ionization

could occur. There is* of course« the possibility of

Ionisation by direct impact of the atoms with the plasma

ions, but as ť&scussed by Shesnan (1973), and as will bet

discussed later here, the rate of Ionisation du« to this

process is far too low to account for the observations*

Since electrons are much more efficient in ionizing the

atoms than iocs of the same energy, one should look for

the transfer of energy via the electrons and therefore

for a mechanian for energising the electrons at the

expense of the neutral mass motion» ' It appears» therefore*

that the process of Ionisation in the above phenomenon

would have to be a more complicated plasma physical process

rather than the simple ion-neutral impact Ionisation«

Besides this difficulty« there Is another basic

difficulty« however* which we now discuss t If we

assume the Galilean invariance of the above physical

phenomenon and therefore of the relation (1)« then the

same relation should hold if we transform to the frame

of the initial velocity of the neutral gas. In this

frame the neutral gas will be at rest while the magnetised

plasma moves through it. (Such a situation can be more

easily obtained in the laboratory and has indeed been

investigated by Danielsson (1970))• However« since the

energy is now contained in the plasma ion motion (the



Pia*»» ion n u Mj, being« in genes«!« different fco«

the neutral atonic au i ) # the relation (1) for the critical

velocity i s not at all intuitively obvious» It would

appear that one should rather write $he following relation

instead

(2)

sfftce one would argue that the kinetic energy i s now

contained in the plasma ion and this i s to be uti l ised

for the Ionisation of the neutral atom« tie shall discuss

the meaning and.significance of the above two relations

l a the following sections of the paper*

liiere are a number of experiments which« in one

form or another« exhibit the so-called "critical velocity

phenomena"« A good review of these has been given by

L* Danielsson (1973)« But the most direct experiment t »

study this phencnena has been performed by Danielsson (1970);

and by Danielsson and Bränning (1975)« She experimental

results show that when a magnetised plasma moves through a

neutral gas at rest» vith an Init ial velocity verv much

exceeding that determined by Kg« <l), i t gets decelerated

and attains a tppnj.nal velocity equal to that detemined

by So» (1)« The experiments have not established« however*

the terminal velocity i s also the threshold velocity for

the interaction between the plasma and the neutral gas to



occur. In fact there seen* to be an Indication in the

experiments that an active interaction does not occur

until the in i t ia l relative velocity W\ > 2\/C''v e l o c i t y W \ > 2 \ / C

where \ / l ' ) i s the value as deteonined fxom Eq. ( l ) .

In this paper we present a theory of the Interaction

of a neutral gas with a moving magnetised plasma with

particular reference to the direct interaction experiment

of Danielsson. We show that the velocity given by Bo. ( l )

Is essentially the relative terminal velocity attained

after the interaction i s over. On the other hand« the

threshold relative velocity required for an active Interaction

between the plasma and the neutral gas to occur i s shown

to be given approximately by Eq* (2) . For the gases used in

the Danielsson experiment (H-nlasma and neutral He)

Vt. = "L V • • where \j "'"' i s the value determined

from Eq« I2). As noted above» there i s an indication to

this effect in the results of the Danielsson experiment.

But more experiments must be carried out to establish

this fact.

In - s c . 2« ve review briefly the important observations

recorded in the experiments of Danielsson (1970) and of

Danielsson and Brenning (1975). In the subsequent sections

we show how we can explain most of these observations on the

basis of our model«



2« A Review of. the Eaeagrtoent» of Danielsson an<3

Paniciřgon

We present her« tu« «ost Important results of the

experiments ©£ Danielsson (I97o) and of canlelsson and

Brenning (19?5)# Dies* experiments will« hereafter» be

referred to as X and XX respectively«

A »agsietized hydrogen plasma of density yt.-v 3K1O11 em*

(stated te be 1O11 * 1012 ccT3 in XX) moving «lth e velocity

of about 3*3 x 1O5 B sec*1 in X (and 4-SaclO m sec"1 in XX

with corresponding in i t ia l proton energy »* 8oO - 130O eV)
«•2across « magnetic f ield of 0 .1 - O.5 Vs « {kept at a

magnetic f ield of 0.1 - 0.5 Vs » constant value e£ 0.13

Vs «T2 in XX and results reported for the values O.18 and

0*36 Vs HT2 in X) «as allowed to Interact vith a stationary

neutral He gas (density»/ 0.2 - 1 x 1014 cm"3}

The velocity of the plaso»

«as measured 1 aa» behind the centre of the gas cloud as

reported in X (ao such precise position i s aer^ioned in XX) «

Ihe following observations were recorded*

A(i) For very low plasma velocity V, the plasma i s

not retarded« but for v ]> 40 km sec*1» the relative retard-

ation increased with V. AS reported in XX« the v X B probe

signal at the rear part of the gas cloud exhibits a constant

velocity plateau after an in i t ia l transient part at a high



valocity. The plateau I s always very clese to, but

usually below the "critical velocity" V ^

A(li) The entire retardation to roughly ene - tenth

of the Ini t ia l velocity takes place over distances of the

order of a few centimeters ( 4 - 5 ans.). This corresponds

to a time interval of about 0.2 W sec. as calculated with

a mean velocity of roughly 2 x 10 ens. sec •

A(ll i) The polarization electric field B related

roughly to the plasma velocity across the magnetic f ield

through V = c Ě*Q /ßZ * was also found to decrease

from i t s upstream value corresponding to the in i t ia l plasma

velocity to a low downstream value over distances of a couple

of centimeters.

B(i) Before the Interaction the plasma electron

temperatur« In the plasma gun region was reported In X

to be ^ 5 eV, (5-10 eV in II with an upper l imit of 20 »V

as I t reaches the Interaction region in the absence of the neutral

gas) and the proton energy <v 840 eV corresponding to th«

velocity V • «KlO7 cms. sec" 1 (8oo - I3oo eV In XXp, After

the Interaction» th« electron temperature was found to be

about loo eV. (The value of 85 eV reported earlier in I l a

considered to be conservative in II)• A significant part of

the heating« according to II, has been formed to occur within

a short distance in the upstream part of the gas cloud«

B(ii) various probes« absolut« Intensity and 4 ma



•lerem*» measurements in Z indicated that « substantial

nunfeer of Bm ions vece produced la the interaction.

Active particle analysis Made In ZZ «sing the further

stripping of A to A to measure the electron temperature

and density gives an electron density n-* 2«10l2 with an

uncertainty of 80%. Shis i s about seven Uses the original
A \

electron density in the plasma*

C(i) Ns effect was observed on the retardation of the

plasma by increasing the neutral density beyond 5 x 10

an" . on the other hand* retardation quickly disappeared

«hen the gas density vas reduced below 2*10 caT •

C(li) ihough magnetic field is necessary for retardation*
—2doubling its strength from 0*18 to 0*36 v ««c* • had only

a little effect.

D(i) The experimental points on Vs . vs Vo plot (VQ

being the initial plasma velocity» and V 8 - l the velocity

Measured 1 an behind the centre of the gas cloud) all

lie above V e - 1 - Vj/
0 line in I. (In U they are reporte*

te 11» dose to« though usually below* the line at a suitable

point behind the centre) • Ctae of the points actually lies

roughly on th* V%ml » ^ linef< ]/c * is the value

determined from So* (2))«

D(ii) Points corresponding to larger values of Vo lie

closer to the v_ . • V^ line indicating that perhaps

the interaction is «ore conplete for larger values of Vo.



E(i) The JI« i 4686 X line is found to be partially

polarized with respect to the electric vector parallel

and perpendicular to the magnetic field« The degree

of polarisation is estimated to be -to.07 for 'D - *P

transitions« This is a new observation reported in XI.

The interpretation of the observed polarization is that

the Ionisation by electron impact occurs more by electron«

moving along the field than by those moving perpendicular

to it implying that the electron acceleration takes place

along the magnetic

3« lne Mode,} » General Considerations.

Several theories have been given from time to time té

explain this and other experiments, A good review of these

is given by Sherman (1973), vho has also discussed the

difficulties of the various theories in explaining the

essential features of the experiment. A critique of

these theories» therefore« need not be given here« It must

be mentioned» however* that most of the theories reviewed

were given before the Danielsson <2irect interaction experiment

was carried out and therefore cannot be expected to apply

to this particular experimental sotuation« We shall be

concerned here primarily with a theory for this direct

interaction experiment« which ^ives more details of the

procese of interaction« A specific theory can thus be



attempted «gainst this ««tail«« larermatiea«

A« U m « mentioned la s«e* a. we dlstlagaisli the ta»

velocities la ONtncctiaa with the lntecactlsm

(1) A sslnimum Ithreshold) relative velocity ^ i , tor

plasma velocity «hen the neutrals are at rast) between tin«

plasma and the neutral gas require« before the interaction

can take plac*«

(il) nie terminal velocity V t a m las measured* »ay 1 on»

behind the centre of the gas cloud) that the plaaaa attains

after the completion of the interaction* «han the initial

• velocity VQ exeaeds the minimum needed for the interaction*

Zt i s not at all clear« a &*£&&« that these velocities are

equal* Wa in fact show using simpl« energy balance

considerations in Sec. 5" that VmiA i s «Ivan roughly by

Bq« (2)« The terminal velocity» V*-.-« on the other hand«

Is shown in soc. 4 to be approximately given by 8f> (!)•

An adeouate theory of the interaction of the neutral

gas with a movim? magnetised plasma must Satisfactorily

explain the following three associated observations «a the

observed time scales«

1* heaving of the electrons to the required dagraa

on a time scale *; e*i2 JJLSOO since the beating

has been found to occur (as reported In XZ} within

a short distance in the upstream part of the gas

&oud*



S» Ionisation «f tím neutral ga« to th« extent observed,

S* raturtation of th« plaana i t a m ever distance«
cf 4 - 5 cans, to the observed terminal velocity.

JUI the pleas* eea»eft into contact «ith the neutral
«as the aoat important "classical • modes of intaraction
between th« plasa« ions and the neutral atoms are the
following!

(i) The plasma ions losing energy and scnentu» to th«
nestřel* through elastic collisions«

(ii> Charged exchange collisions botveen the niasH» H*
LOOM snö th« aevtsal Ue atosui*

( i i i ) Xneleetie ce21£elcns jresaltlsg is» th* excitation

satf lonisetic& ®Z felsc heliuai at

Sable 1 gives the froqueu--i.es oean free
path« for tt»e last t«o o£ £&@se pseeese«^ £or the neutral

ga« densltr of aa**". For the glesna velocity of

4» to' e*• see* # the tisas of psssago of th« pi through

the netttral ga« cloud of <2!?aesicie.3S -v 10 cas« i s ̂  o«2S M see»

«hich i s noch shorter tJj«n the colliciea tines 20 - 30 ̂  see

•van at the neutral density 1O24 caT3 for these collisions,

the nean fre« patös for these collision«

Ay «oo • 7oo ess« are omch longer conparešt with the distension«

of the gas cloud A/ iO oa« It. i s thus clear that these

process«« involving dlrecä iopect of the ions with the neutral

atoBS can explain neither the deceleration of the plas«« ner
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th« ienlaatioo •£ th« neutral a

path« for

* «o «fe»

t r a s t e and 1iH;ratli> cellisl««* «fe»

t i — t ty ** JO14 oT9} «hick

ccaparable «itlh tb» ůSmmmlaaB «f t te capi«* «f

(••• TWbl« i>. S» f»ct, «tne« th* «1«

the iMDtRl c«* vith t%« B X S drift Ttíodty, t*% M M

£aee MtU along the plas» drift wotima trn A ^ < i « .

fer «*• typical tícct^n «aergie« cf Sft - ICO «V 2n tb» SfSt«B«

Thes« dactzwsMsaatsai oelllslwis *r» tho» th« «aly Vlifiritmt*

collision« that would «cear in the •»•ft— «f th«

involved, «ad eesld thus 'km ooo«id«r«d a« pxwidto«

triggering wecftanii for th« lataceetlcn. »I«« «iaoa <

of a qtvm. ,«n«rgy ar« «swb m»r« «ffieieot in

n«atr«ls OB«|>ar«d t» px«t«B3 «f th« «an« «a«rty «• «hall

oen9id«r th« electrons t« be th« b««le ivnixiag tgaxr i»

«g^laiaiag the «b««r9«d leol«*tl«n «f th« »«atxttls ID th«

•xpezlaeat.

3.1 An Oŷ Î ae ot the Model

We civ« here an «utline «£ th« ««del

in detail in stibaetftnnt «ectioas* "Sbm «*d«l i« «bl« t«

•sqplttin most of th« obser«»tieos relating t« th«

in » tntxy natural w«y*

Zt will be observed that th« thre« as«««lated «bserv«ti«ns«

(1) «cceleraticTj of the electron». Cli) lenic«ti«n «f n«tttr«l

heliva, «sd (i i i) the deceleration ef the plasma ar« cwtsally
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related la that order. The deceleration of the plasm

oceura as the freshly Ionised stationary helium atctss

are aáded to the plasma stream and share Its momentum.

Thus the Ionisation of helium atom« i s necessary for

docoleraticn« and this In turn requires the acceleration

of electrons to appropriate energies for the purpose*

The observed electron energies ere, of course« of

the order of 2O0 eV in the experiment £cfcse:.vation ß (i'Jj

and further« observation K ii.) implies that the energization

of electrons i s anikotropic« being nore along the magnetic

field than across i t . Acceleration nechaniaos which not only

acccuat for this feature but 32 so other characteristics

l i s ted In Sec. 2« Vieve- to be found*

A completely ionized plasma moving across a magnetic

field B <such as the one obtained In the Danielsson

experiment) has a polarisation electric f ield 6 in the

laboratory frame such that

The velocity v i s essentially the electric? field drift

velocity V • C jf K J V ß x , 3nd the magnetic f ield i s

assumed to be large enough for this anproximatlon to be

valid« The electrostatic energy per unit volwne in the

plan* is WB - € C */ in , „here 6* /+ * " ^ £Yß *

i s the lew freouency dielectric constant of the plasma

and i s assumed to be large ť- ̂ }7 ]__ . Ke then have
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Since C ̂ /ji i s the magnitude of the plasma velocity V and

i Hi i s I t s mass density v?s i« essentially the kinetic

energy of the mass motion of the plasma per unit volum«,

íh is electrostatic fielď energy »s i s a source of energy

(around 3.10 «V cm" # and about 900 eV per proton) which

can be tapped for the energization of electrons so that

they can in tura ionize the helium atoms.

One may point out here that the plasma energy is

almost entirely contained in the massive ions f .v9oo eV

per protons as against <̂  10 eV per electron) and as such

the acceleration of electrons must necessarily be «t the

expense of the energy of the protons« which i s the same

thing as the electrostatic field energy according to Eq. (4),

One has thus to find out mechanisms to transfer the energy

fro« the protens to the electrons through some electr ic

fields which are manifestations of the collective behaviour

of the .?lastsa.

It i s shown in Sec. 6 that the magnetic field plays

a crucial role to producing such space charge electric field

because of the widely different gyroperlods of the electrons

and the Ions» An acceleration mechanism for the electrons

in presented vhich accelerates the electrons very efficiently

along the f ie ld lines to the required energies and over a

al2ort distance vitfcin the gas cloud* It thus apoears that
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the acceleration «long the f ield lines i s already

adequate. However« since the observed polarisation of

the helium l ine Is ^ 0.07%# the acceleration normal

to the field does seem to occur to some extent*

One way for the electrons to gain energy normal te

the magnetic field i s for them to gain energy directly

from the polarization electric by moving antiparallel to

i t (which direction is normal to the magnetic f ie ld)•

However« so long as the plasma i s colliaionless and free

from electrostatic fluctuations, the electrons v i l l not

be able to move across the magnetic field» The collisions

of the electrons vtth the neutrals will« however« enable

then to nove across the f i e l d . But as i s shown in the

Appendix» for the in i t ia l electron energy of^- 10 eV and

a neutral density nQ * 5 x 1O13 cm""3* the electron neutral

col l is ion freouency }-£>, fa l l s short by • factor of about

120 t e explain the observed electron energies of 10O eV

gained in,a tiaie*^ G.l^sec« assuming that the entire energy

i s gained in this Banner, 2his i s , of course» in confozmity

with the observation B (i) which favours acceleration along

the f ie ld l ine over that across it» Nevertheless* sine«»

•ose acceleration across the field l ine does occur an enhanced

col l is iao frequency V f o r t h * electrons has to be Invoked

resulting probably fron field fluctuations arising out of

an instability» The acceleration along the field l ine mast«
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however« bs considered aa th« prámry acceleration process.

4. Dynamic* et Piaawa»H«uferal Oas interaction .

We shall now consider th« oVoawlca o£ tit« pi«

neutral gas interaction« In the following analysis we
shall asstw« that an «nhanced «l«ctxon collision g

y «xlsts «hich <»us«s an enhanced transport ot elections

across the electric f i d « . He shall also presuppose the

acceleration mechanism along the field lines« described

in Sec* 6» The resulting energetic electrons will then

caus« Ionisation of the neutral atoms*

In this section v« shall find an expression tor the

terminal velocity and show t hat i t i s indeed related to the

neutral ^fas atomic «ass l^ as i s required by So*



4«1« Terminal Velocity..

To determine the expression for the terminal velocity

we ä 11 use the ecustion of continuity and eauations of

nomentum and energy balance for the plasma in interaction

with the neutral gas. To derive these equations we start

from the Boltzmahn equations for the various species of

particles with the. B.G.K. type of collision teens (Ehatnagar

et al. (1954)» <Sross and Krook (1956)« Bhatnagar (1961))

for simplicity. He consider only two Hinds of ions« the

original hydrogen plasma ions« and the ions from the ionized

neutral (helium) gas« though a generai&tization to many

Ions case is straight-forward. •

Let denote respectively the distribution

functions for these tvo species and let

distribution function« and
t the electron

the distribution function

for neutral gas. The respective Boltzmano equations

«re thent

(5a)

W.

(5b)
'" i
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where W^ n ^ i a d yr?4 «re respectively the p l u u iénV

neutral gas ion« and electron nasses, and \}-t Yfrl/t »and?/

are th« respective number densities/ \). represents the -

charge exchange collision frequency of th« ions with the

n«utrals and i s taken here to be velocity independent for

simplicity« The collision tent en the right hand side of .:

(5a) clearly represents the loss of f| ions« mass ,M- « .

doe to charge exchange collisions« whereas the f irst

collision term on the right of Kq. (5b) represent« the gain

of He- ions« mass M^ due to these collisions» The

second tera on the right of Eg. (5b) represents the

production of He. i o n a d u e *° Ionisation by electron

inpsct with the rate 0. Slnslly« the coll is ion tera« on

the right of the electron Boltmann equation are *a follows*

The f irst tern represents the rate of change of f due to

Ionisation • The second represents the change of :/? doe t e

collisions with the neutrals as a result of which the

electron distribution will relax to a locally Maxwelllan

distribution T , with a mean velocity eaual to that of

the neutral gas. The third term similarly represents1 the



v
relaxation of *-• to another locally Maxwellian distribution

I- «***» * *ero *ean velocity« as a cortsenuenc« of coll isions

with the electric field fluctuations.

rate of lonizatlon Q i s assumed to be solely due

to the energetic electrons since electrons are known to have

• mich greater Ionisation efficiency compared with the ions

with th« same, energy (von Sngel (1955)); and the maximum

of the lonizatlon probability comes from electrons with energy

roughly «qua! to twice the lonizatlon energy of the neutrals«

The tem (o$e/£fcj which represents the rate of change

of jf^ du« to Ionisation i s thus obviously related to 0

through

She epxression for•(#M i t se l f i s given by

L »,"-e</L,){^fjr-V.í")+



1 *

«tur« 5-fVv: V ' ) wpr«Mot» ti»
O **i -»* » / - .

«n «lačtcon with velocity ir ieaiM« th« ««OB «At* th«
• • * •

acatt«r«d «£.«sts«a having th« Tci^dty Ir' ató the" '/" <:

«j«ct«d «l»ctroo, th« VBlodty y * (Itedg* má ff—tál

Atdg« (1968))» n>« conservation «raoargr in tfa* ý.t»e—•

ftnm th« ^«•fuBcäiens in «»• intagnaé» tak« c»r« of th«

«a«s«r con««rmtl«« ubil« th« @ function« «r« 4h«;

H«avl«ite «t«p inaction« «nich %xm «ach that

th« fact «hat LonlMtlM i« poMlbl« tal

• ih« firat t«m 1» th«

v«pr«B«nts th« loas of an «lactxon with tb« mtqr h,

£ <P- «hll« th« «th«r tue t«aw r«pr«««i

th« «Mrgaoc« of th« scatt«r«å and tb« «J«ct«4 «laetron«

at th« T«l«cltT V* in th« Interval <hr « 1h«*

•lcctron« ar«# as ««pfcte««- «|«p«tric 1» V mé

•ine« th«r« 1« no My of dlstlngnlohlaff thaa« •

(7)

r"



fv discuss th« dynamics ©x «he pijana a* the freshly

ionised hel i i» ions ar» added to i t daring the process of

interaction* Me shall obtain one-fluid eouatlons for the

hydrogen and helium plasma considered as one fluid. To

do this « • start from the composite Boltzroann equation

obtained by adding £gns* (5a), (5b) and (5c). This gives

(10)

t

the mat on the l e f t hand side includes the sun over the

electrons and a l l the species of ions in the system. We

not« that the f irst two term* on the l e f t hand side are entirely

lnertial t X M; +• represents mass density per unit
J 4 J

phaSft volume. The las t two terms are electromagnetic i

X €• *£. represents charge density per unit phase volume*

thi various momente of &<*• do) «re obtained belowt

Zeroeth moment gives«



f<t • -

(ID

uh«r«

fiar

ar« th« • • * • and «ooienttia danslti«« of th« oonposlt« pi

and «har« th« definition (6) for 0 ha« e««n nad« use «f•

f l c i t noRjent giva« th« «eruatlon for th« balano«

U(i)

(13)

where Vj V e «nd V^ are recpectivaly th« flnid v»l«citl««

of th« original ioa specie« (hydrogen)« electron« and n«utrala«

lh« ionizing electron« and th« electron« «ject«d daring ;
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the proces* ef Ionisation u e I M B M I t » eaerge

isotroplcally In the centr« of Mass fräne vhieh 1«

essentially the frame of the neutral atom« Involved

la the collision» ihua the fluid velocity o f the

«•««ging electron« , the mean velocity «1th the function

f ' «121 be essentially ]f , Th« locally

Naxwelllan velocity distribution f.,. la« however»

aaeuBod to be cantered around sero mean velocity*

The presanre tensor P la defined by

(14)

an« charge and current densities (T and / by

J =
Xxpandln« the l e f t hand side of tq» (13) and using

the equation of continuity ( l l ) ve obtain i

+
(26)
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where we have made use of the charge neutrality J" ~ 0 ,

similarly the second mement fives the equation for the

energy balances

- J-F =

(17)

«here (_& £ «a«1 C^ are mean squared thernal

velocities corresponding to the distributions XT % ••*

"T respectively.. The energy conservation in elastic collisions

with the neutrals and with the electric field fluctuations

In the collision model used make the third and fourth ten»

on the right hand side of Eg« (l?) vanish«

Expanding the right hand side of (17) and Raking us«

of Eqs* (11) and (16) glvest



- J. (f K

(18)

«her« ***• b**t float weter tof

3- = (19)

^ F z¥ Q in th* ^
•utostitet«« for item th« g«oer«lized Ola's lav vhlcfe can
b« obtaia«rf fnat th« Boltmann equation« (5«) and (5c) aas



jj^ bt

Using Eq. (20) la Uf. (18) «• ««ti

l

-V.

whar« th(» t«ms

um
I
J

J-v, J-vn «od

(3D

trop out

th« current can only b««lne* in this probl

to \J V and {/C P , for ottenda* I t «onld Uply

* charge Mparation io the direction of flew which can



b« sustained* Als* *•»• snail In the »ass ratios

* m*-(Mň have b e « neglected.

Consider new the t e n s on tha right hand side of

Iq. (21)« the f irst t e n involves U^ the it r ~ Ht charge

exchange ooll isioo frequency which, ae i s seen from Table X,

I s at least one order of Magnitude smaller compared to

Q# the coefficient of the second term* Use rate of change

of plasma theaaal energy i s thus essentially determined by

the second tern on the right hand side« ftie heating will

accordingly continue and the plasma will decelerate until

«,:. w*-
(22)

Since the thermal energy derives from the deceleration of

the plasma, iq* i 23) gives the limiting or tesniaal velocity

•f the plasse.« Zf we as*uate the neutral gas to be cold«

C* - & • the s»*ll eicstron tern

* Mm Vet the relation

(23)

for the texminal velocity* ihls relation is identical

with the Alfven relation (l>« We have thus demonstrated that

*J. (l) or (23) gives «he texoinal velocity of the plasma

after the interaction is complete« This 1« indeed what is



•hona by the expexteent«.

5. The Critical (threshold) Velocity for Interaction»

As discussed in Sec. 1.1» the critical velocity for
the interaction to Initiate !• not -the same as the texalnal
velocity discussed in the preceding section. We noted that.,
the Ionisation of the neutrals by electron lapact plays a
crucial role in the Interaction leading to the subsequent
deceleration of the plasma. Accordingly» the Interaction
will not ensue until the energy gain by the electrons &>r a
given velocity of the plasma (relative to the neutrals)
exceeds the ionization energy of the neutrals« Sincm the
only source of energy foť the electrons to gain energy frea
i s the kinetic energy of the plaana aas« action* or ...
equivalently the electrostatic field energy Uj£ ~ ^ />n

ř ., HTi »>ljcC-/ß2 (Sen Sec. 3.1) thero would exist a
fflinlaun plasma velocity below which Ionisation will not
occur and the interaction described in Sec* 4 will not tak«
place. We determine this alniiaua velocity In this section.

For the purpose of this analysis we add the •scant
aoaent equations (the energy balance equations) of the
Boltsmann equations *(Sä) and (5c). Since we are considering
conditions for Ionisation the election production due t*
Ionisation ( {/ I \t''• • will not contribute when the



electron i s below the threshold* If ve substitut«

the Maxifell equation

J = - J_ t£ . + ^_ Cu*# ß

(24)

assvnlag no appreciable self magnetic field to'develop la

the plasaa« then «e get

(25)

Sine« the electron and ion Motion are essentially the

*XB drift« the las t tern on the l e f t hand side vhlcfa

represents eovpression Danishes« because the £XB aotioo

i s divergence free» Xf we now integrate Bq. (34) over

the whole space we get



C»)

alac« V; * V, = £ * ?/*>*

V

vhvr« ^ i « th« 4 i«d«ctr le CMStant « f tli« p

a« alxmůr s t a t e « In S«c. 3.1» «qpr—lan ( 9 )

th« « lectxvatat ic f l* l« en*rgr * » a i t y »f Jfcb« p l
Mhao -y I • which la tru« in lnel«41ng th«

praaant «n«« aaat •£ th« fl«l< «n«rfy la «antaln«i

x x » «rifit «f th« 1MB» >?• (26) Mr than ba «rit

(2B>



Ttxm Integral on th« l e f t head sid« represent« the total .

thexaal «nä field energy ©f the plasma« «hereas the

right hand aide rep recent a l t a loaa to the neutrals due

predominantly to ion-neutral charge exchange collisions«
* • * • . í

• w v ..

Xa the absence of the lättar BQ. (28) then represents the

conservation of the total plasma energy including the

electron and ion thermal energies« the kinetic energy of

•as* motion* and the f ield energy*

The energisation of the electrons during the nrecesp of

interaction has necessarily to come from the kinetic energy

of the plasma ions* Xf « as the most favourable case« «re

assume that(i) the energy 1* lo s t frora the ion motion and

gained entirely by the electrons as the thermal energy

without any being taken up fey the Ions as their fchemal

energy* (11) the complete transfer o£ energy takes place

over a vary ehort time in the region of Interaction (the

actual nechaní*» not being specified or relevant for

our propose here) • then oorooarlng' the energy per unit

voluae before and after the discharge« vevget fron the

conservation of energy« &>« $28)* (neglecting the l e s s tern

as being small)

í(\a+-v»«)ť+-y».A-C-t í -co

<t
( 9 )



«her« tu« subscript •«•»• refers «o *h« lal t la l velme*

and ^ ' t o the final value«.

Now for a Maxmilián distribution with t««p«ratur«
i

» the nunber of electrons por unit voloa« Tf * having

the energy greater than the Ionisation «nergy €•§.!•

n = f*>>

Thus for a significant Ionisation by alectron impact t*

occur on« must hav« L ) é é , • Using this In
* ft*»

xq, (29) we obtain'*'

(319

č>

as th« condition en th« Initial plasna velocity Vv so that

significant Ionisation will occur for th«- esbseguent lnt«r-

actlon to tak« plac* actively, If we neglect th» initial

electron tanperatur« \„ th«n S3« C3l) la« form
numerical factor» the san* a» th« relation (2)« In fact*
because of this numerical factor* tq. (3D give» a sesiswhi<
higher threshold than that given by ter* (2)# forth«aa»r«#
because of th« assumptions CD and ÍU) nmd« abova and
because of the loss t«z» neglected in «Q» <2S) to arriv«
•t Eq. (29), Eo. Oi) actually provides a lovar l l« l t on
the threshold velocity Vo •
•¥ This assun-.es isotrcpic acceleration of the electrons» since

we re?l£ce^»»"CJ> by J/i Te (which should be i. j ^ T for
accelerations irf one or two dimensions}. *- c e

J



We tttt» see that «t . <9l> la t»e eae that 9lves the

crit ical velocity (lower limit) for interaction rather than

Sa. (1) «hlen gives the terminal velocity attained after

the interaction. 2n fact« the threshold velocity \f
e la

the case of the present experiment i s about at least twice

as large as the terminal velocity as determined from

Bo« (1) or (23). The experiment indeed shews that only

for -'\f0 >v v ;"' do the experimental points l i e closer
\ • ( i ) • «

to the V , . - ť> l in«. ?er smaller plasma velocit ies

(but s t i l l greater than V«'^ > the departure i s large.

One of the experimental points* for ;„- ~ '- / A ̂  ' ™ -•-

in fact« corresponds to V, . , - - i , ' « and thus

rather fal ls on v . ,( ^ \'.~! l ine . Recall-that ['/'•' and

'•'ti'1' r * É e r ^* calves as determined £roa Eos« (i) and (2)

respectively. This can bo explained in terms of our model

by saying that the interaction does hat take place unless

exceeds V. ' , or more correctly the threshold velocity

as determined from Ekr. (31) and not strongly unless
\f !> Only vhen i t does so« does the

terminal velocity have a value lying sctoewhere close to the

Al£ven value i, ' •

Thus the results of the Danielsson experiment do seem

to support the existence of B threshold velocity for the

Interaction, the lower limit of vhlch Is given by Eo. (31).

Bo attempt has« however* been mads to measure this threshold

explicitly in the experiment.



4* MtCÍlIP^*" te

Itoa Ionisation of the neutral Ma attsa, a» i« ciea*

froa th« analysis In Sec« S* play* a aracial rola- in tba

Interaction precaaa loading to tha oacelaratloa of tha

plasa»« and tha observed short daealacatlan ttaa racwlra*

a high vata of lonlvation. Aa polatad eat aartlar auch

high Ionisation cataa can arita only fco* lonltatlca by

alactren lapact»

for a algnlfleant Imitation to oesor tha alaetrons a«at

b» haat»d to at laaat 24.5 «v, tha ionltation »otantlal

for Ha. In faet« to ba abla t o axolain tha ««parlMntal

obaanvatlona tha alaetcon mast ba baatad to aboat ioo av

ovar tha interaction langth of 4«6 oaa.

Varlova klada of proooaals hava baaa aada to haat

tha al«c*rjt)» to th» raeuirad tavparatara» a««» ftabnart*a

(1966) apaea ebarga thaary «rhara tha alaetrona ara aunvoaatf

to gain «nargy fre« tha apae« chacga» or Shaman *a (19T9)«

(1972), (1973) varslen of tha Bunaman tue atraa» instabil ity

vhare th« electric flaid fluctuations ara supposed to

accalarata tha alačtrona» Thara ara sea* basic dlfflcaltiea

with both of thasa procaaaa* aona of «Dich ara tflacuafad

by Shenaan (1973).

Tha tenort»nt basic ouastion In this connection la

what could be the basic triggering •echanlsa for tha

Interaction vhich could lead subsequently to tha accalaration



of electrons to observed energie«» with the acceleration

«long th« magnetic field dominating that normal to it*

Again»«..« glance at Table 1 «hows that, zor the. initial

•täte» of the plasma (proton energy/V ÍOOO «v, electron .

energy/t/ 10 eV) the lon i«a t ion freoueny by electron .........

impact «till dominates all other frequencies, The proton -.

He charge exchange collisions will result in but a small

deceleration of the plasma but no Ionisation.. The combined

Ionisation produced by both the electron and proton impact.

at the initial energies is the only, effect that the initial;

phase of interaction vould produce and must be considered

a« the basic triggering mechanism. . , .

Wm describe here a simple model whereby mak ing u%e of

this initial ioniration of helium we are a'bl'e to accelerate

electrons along the field lines to high .enqugh energie«

to cause further rapid. Ionisation of, helium.

Lét the plasma front P P ' in Fig. "1 Penetrate the

neutral gas across its boundary MN . As a result of the

-encounter a fraction of the helium' atoms in the region NN pp

get ionized« ' The newly created electrons from the ioni?ation

quickly acauire the fe x B drift velocity in about an electron

gyroperiod/l< o.áó nsec, íin a'«'»giietle field B « isoo Q),

while the massive helium ions with a gyroperlod of AS l.Su-sec

remain almost imnobile over the-entire Interaction time of

A/ O.2p-Sec» As a consecuence of this, the plasma front

keeps on sweeping the negative charge of the electrons created

by Ionisation while the helium ions remain at their original



u
positions» the letter yield « positive charge density

which is maximum at the face im' of the neutral gas and

which fails to sero at PP' • Likewise the electrons

swept by «he plasma front PP; yield a negative charge

density which falls to «ero at m»' • Both these densities

would of ceuse« increase linearly with time as the plasma

penetrates into the gas cloud* X strong polarisation of

charges with increasing charge density is thus produced*

It may be pointed out that though charge exchange

collisions do not produce any new electrons/ they do give

rise to an immobile heavy He ion and thus contribute to

the polarization charge density in s similar manner* All

the three processes . e-He, p-Ha Impact lonlcaticn« e»He

and p-He charge exchange collision» should therefore bo

taken into account in calculating the total chart« density*

Me shall, for simplicity« consider the plasma velocity

to remain constant as it penetrates tl*> neutral, gas« for

a given penetration distance this will osntrlbato • lever

charge density compared to when the^plasma velocity decreases«

and will thus be somewhat pessimistic for the acceleration

mechanism that we are considering hers*

Let s represent the axial coordinate of a point in the

tube as measured from Nl**« and let r denote its radial

coordinate as measured from the axis. Then if « o Is the depth

of penetration of the plasma at a certain time (distanc* between



MR' and V9 # tha radius of the tube» and V the

assumed constant velocity« then the charge densities are

given by ,

« - Q ». (32)

which for ß <. ~L tm defined in the rang* &• %

0 ^- « ^ o . . The radial variation c£ the-

charge density i s taken to be of the fora ('\~

and 7?0 i s i t s value on the axis, and

total frequency

: QT - Q + v.

*j »
denotes the

ion being respectively the electron and ion

impact in ionization frequencies/ and V . t h e cl*arge

exchange coll is ion frequency* For the in i t ia l state of

the plasma which we are her« concerned with» .namely with

proton energy/v 2000 eV and-electron energy A^ 10ev

(probably somewhat higher)» and a neutral density Yl^ ft). 10

.- 1- lit 10 N .**<••'. - . (33 )

Now a charge distribution such as given by E<r, (32)

has i t s electrostatic field energy which can be calculated«

Whereas the charges cannot move across the field lines in

'V » •

- I

planes parallel to or the field energy can lower
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Itaelf by redistribution ef ehargaa through the »otlon

of electrons along the field lla«*« Sn this process

the field energy so released will go into the kinetic energy

of the electrons Itaoarted to the» along the Magnetic

field* We thua have • staple proceac for the acceleration

of electrona along the field lines» We shall next obtain

a numerical eatlaate of the average energy gained oer

electron in this process at the points of waxlm» charge

density t • O or t • «o ,

to find the energy one has to find cot the potential

distribution <£ , using the Poisson «euatlon.

where the charge density of Be. (32) has been used, the

solution with the boundary condition that (£ vanishes at

infinity i s given by

where the Green function G(v, «í| Kt'j for th«t proble»

is given by

IS«)

M is the Legendre function of order -%• thewhere

electrostatic energy of the charge distribution per unit



l«ngt» of th« cylindrical oolunt at • point s i« given

(37)

•fe

«IMT« t« th« Integral

0 / v

f.
/v

I ? K fi)

,0

(39)

(40)

(41)
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on • ecemuter U?* 3éo-<4) f©r mrleu« valí*» of the

Barameter»« It vill« et erurre« Im lar~»«t at J • ">

and <£ r ^ , • «her» the eherne «*«R<lty 1» largest«

Kov i f tho Chars« distribution i« to lever Its

energy by the fl ev et »leetrens alen<7 th* tteiå Sin»»»

the ťlstributien of eh r̂í;*» v i l i 5<?t sie^ified« vbilo

the clectrcrc taVc ur> as kinetic «ner^y the #r.er?y

relcRScd in the process« The cbarye ^istritutien v i l i nov

be čitierent «lone and •xrsemJicular to the nagn«tic field«

Accuse that i t i s given by

(42)

vhlch for SI i s defined in the region

and the magnetic field i s assumed to to along tho y-direction»

The QOtentl.%1 (J> (Hie to this charge cflstrlfcutien is

- (?Tv
and the energy of this ^istrifevtlon e«i unit l«fK?th of

cylindrical eclumn at t i s

w =i



144)

Hew i f th« distribution Q-fa '£") vith the energy

goes eo (pfJC^TÜwlth the energy |ß/ , . th« total

number of electron» per unit length of the cylinder

must be the same. Thus* ve have the condition

% (assuming*

f ^ f

"o

>»

which gives

US)

(46)

Thus the difference In energy between the two

dlßtrlbut.'.ons Is

where (46)' has been used to substitute for })o*

The average energy gained per electron g ,̂ i s obtained

by dividing the number of electrons per unit length
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fl-tř)
2. ^

(43)

The maximum value for ůQ with respect to Č, will

obyiousiy come from ^ — O «v £ *. £© * where the

charge density i s largest (positive at *J = o * and

negative at ^ = 4? a ) • Both I and I have been evaluated

on the computer for a few values of ß and Í6 and of £"o

fo? K s. ° . These are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3.

now calculate the parameters of the

exoeriment viz.» nÄ « 3 x 10Xi cm"3, fl » 2.4 x 105M Sec"1

(see Eo. (33 ) ) , V • 4 x 1O7 cms sec"1* To • 5 cms.

(49)
v

Sine« S o ~ ^"J^o* So ~ i corresponds to the penetration

of the plasma into neutral gas. cloud by £ f l« S cms* Table 4

gives å £ for ^A - 1 at "̂— O » f o r different values

of



N» see from the Table that for .3 '- C the energy gain

per electron Is almost as large as loo eV for the neutral

density nB - 1O14 on"3, t© this we smy also add the

Init ia l energy of the electrons of about 10 eV. Ihe

electrons eaergised to the extent of 100 eV wil l cause

rapid loni?ation of the helium and a strong interaction will

ensue resulting in the deceleration of the plasma* For

nn • 0.5 x 1O1 cm"3, the energy gain of 24 eV i s already

almost eoual to the ioni?ation energy of helium and with

the in i t ia l electron energy of 10 eV, the total electron

energy of 34 «v wil l be enough to cause subcritical

Ionisation of helium and consecruent deceleration of plasma«

But at n >0*2 x. 10* ca> the energy gain per electron

has fallen to a lov value of 3.8 eV. Thus the total energy

gain of 10 • 3.8 ^14 eV i s already substantial and the

interaction would be shut off below this value of the neutral

density. On the other hand« for neutral density 5 x 10

cm"3 at which the total electron energy 1O 10 + 24 • 34 eV

i s well above the ionlcation potential of helium no very

significant change in the Ionisation rate Q and the

consequent retardation of the plasma i s l ikely to occur«

These consequences of the model are in mora or l ess

coron.'ete agreement with the observation C(i) of Sec« 2«

Electron Heating Perowidicular to the Magnetic Field

We have so far considered electron heating only

parallel to the magnetic field« As shown in the Aonendix



the electron-neutral col 11«lon frequency for the oaraneters

of the experiment la by « factor of 120 too amail to

explain the electron acceleration toy the polarization

electric f ie ld . An Instability l ike that considered by

Sherman (1973) and Raadu (1975) and/or any other possible

instabi l i t ies nay provide electrostatic fluctuations for

the electrons to have an enhanced collision frequency \) •

As a result of this V , the electrons can move across the

magnetic field at a rapid enough rate to obtain substantial

energy from the electric field In a tine of the order of

the observed interaction t ine . A high enough level of

electric field fluctuations will be recuired for the purpose«

He do not» however, want to undertake this calculation

here« but only vlsh to remark that heating perpendicular

to the magnetic field would indeed »ccur* and would add to

the heating along the field lines discussed above» the

final electron temperature for a given neutral" gas density



may thus be higher than that given In Table 4. Further-

more the "perpendicular heating" should occur only In the

later stage of the interaction, that is not before the

instabilities have had time to develop to high levels.

This aspect has not yet been analyzed in the experiment.

7. Comparison with the Experiment

we shall now summarize the essential features of the

model and see how they explain the various experimental

observations.

(i) Electron heating and Ionisation of helium

As ve saw in the last section» the model yields an

energy gain per electron of the order of loo eV for a

neutral density of 10 an for the "parallel heating"

alone. This can be further enhanced by the "peroendicular

heating" so that the final electron temperature may be

still higher. 'This is in good agreement vith the .

observations i B (i) of Sec. 2j .

These electron energies would give rise to a rapid

Ionisation of the helium atoms. The rise time of the

emission of the helium lines would be related essentially

to the ionization rate 0 an$ would be given by 0 »

(2.5 x 10 ) * 0.4 />sec corresponding to the electron

energy of loo eV and neutral density of lo cm • Thi»

agrees well vith the reported r.ise tiwe of < 0.5 v.sec.

1



<ii) The Polarisation of the He I ̂ lne 4686 X

Since the acceleration of electrons along the-field

lines is the primary acceleration process in the model

with the "perpendicular acceleration" coming possibly

at a later stage« the observation on the polarisation

of the line emission is naturally accounted for[E (1)

of sec« 2 T • Ke have« however« nade no attempt to make

quantitative estimate of the degree of polarization

because that will reouire the knowledge of the extent

of "perpendicular acceleration"• The latter depends on

the level of electrostatic fluctuations generated in the

system« and we do not yet know the types of Instabilities

involved and their saturation levels.

(ill) Region of Acceleration

According to the observation B (i) reported in ZI

a significant part of the heating is found to occur within

a short distance in the upstream part of th« gas cloud»

According to the acceleration mechanism given In Sec« 6»

the acceleration should be largest at the front of the gas

cloud (where the positive charge density is largest) and

at the head of the plasma (where the negative charge density

is largest)• These then are the regions where a significant

part of the heating should occur» Xa particular« the

positive charge density region may« in fact« be considered

to being "within a short distance in the upstream part of

the gas cloud" so that the experimentally observed region



^ aecelexatás-- ia«j:* ©r lesa

r«0i«a Ja th« ao**U
v^ts. *

4 tä» åf>lT»tt«n of tíw Héliem

felan of th« iďasaa «fetich«

a* I B

xis« to th«

•ecBtělag t e Bo« ť 21) as4 th« áiscasslan imllvtAag

attains a "tsoKtnal velocitar* «l^es *T Ser« 123} • Thl«

asres« "vmt? val l vlth the observvé tnlue of th« "temiaal

Telocity* {Refer t* A ( i ) «ad O i l ) of Sec, 2) -

T* «cplata th« abamrvmä 4ee«t«rstlan of «he plasaa with

t ia« la detail ano voolá hate to solve Bars* ^16), {21) ana

other relevant conation« fi»r the velocity as a functloD «f

t ia« as an in i t ia l value ptcblcs« Kfe dafec that to ftttare

«ozk» w« can« heweverr es t i ss te the cätaractcristie

é*o«l«ratloQ tim« fras Se. ( i s ; %c 9lv«n appvexiaately by

"
corr«i>«ndlag to the sarly pfcsae of interaction vhm the

maib«r «f hello« loas psedac«* i« «wa.1* X

Klth 0 • 2.S x lo* ««c«**1 <far electrsn

and i^ • SO1* enT3} i«4i '^ O»!^ «*•«' i»fcile

©f loo «V

O»4u«« an?«« value* way l>t caiapar*»«! with fch«

cbacactcristic 4eeel«r«tio& tia« ~ O.lps a* d«tet*>la«a

flm th« «atp»riffl«ntally cibaerred velocity deceleratlvn

oarv«* Ht Bay b« aeoclvdMi thbt perTuipe G lar.-^ nunber

ef hallua iaj« arc n»t preduced f.n the K*in deceleration



- • - —s. t. „

phase which la characterised by a tlae *f 0*1 j» sec . that

the observed riaa t i s * of hi «slssien, N 0*9 y- an« th*

Ionisation t lae ^' m o*4 >•< ara both great** than

• 0 .1 / appear* to ba In agreement with tha abava

ooaeltialon»

(v) Effect of th« Caa

Tha affect of neutral ga» denalty on tha Interaction

la already dlacussad in detail in See. 6« The csnaaovancia*

of the model are found to ba in agreement with tha observation

C (1) of Sec. 2.

(vl) Effect of the ftappetlc

As i s Implicit in tha en*i*a discussion the aagaatåe

field plays a crucial role in tha process of Interaction,

in particular in the «cceleration awchaniiSi for electrons*

It i s th« magnetic f ie ld which läsarts an essentially

electromagnetic character to the process of Interact!««»

so that through such a collective plasaa pra cess the

Interaction i s able to proceed at as fast- a cat* as I t does«

in i t s absence* the only possible! interaction im via tb«

binary coll isions which have bean shown to be to« slam» to

be effective»

The precise aanner in which th* Magnetic £1*1* acts

ia that i t leads to tha setting up of a polarisation eilactrlo

field to enable the plasaa to o»v* across i t with th* 1 X 1



drift velocity» Hi« plasma kinetic energy can then (aa

has bean shown in See« S) b« considered as an electro*

statie field energy which can be discharged resulting

la the "perpendlealar heating* of the electrons.

Similarly, the process of parallel acceleration",

of electrons given in S«c» 6 also crucially depends on

the magnetic field« for i t la the latter which, by virtu«

of th« wid«ly different eletron. and ion gyro-periods in

it» make the charge separation possible In the manner

discaased* However, once ve have a sufficiently strong

magnetic field to fulfil the above-Rentloned role, an

Increase in i ts value by «ay a factor of 3 may not produce

any significant effect on the retardation» This is indeed

the content of observation C Cli).

(vil) P-fctroc Multiplication factor

Activ« particle analysis carried out in II (Cbaer~

vetlon 9 (ii> of Sec» 2) gives a post-interaction

electron density B # * J « 1O22 an"3 with an uncertainty
•r

of £ 6oX. Ifci* i s about seven tinea the originál electron

density in th« plasma* Since the ionizatlon arises

essentially froa electron impact we can obtain the final

density y\j using 7), - » o «xfo/Q t ) ,.
• T

where "ttc i s the initial density aod O is th« Ionisation

rat« by «lectrcn impact» From Table l , Q - 2.5 x 10 Sac"1



for 1014 and the electron energy of 190

Thus for an interaction tina ; JU- aec# the electron

RultlDllcatlen factor i s exp(gc) exoíc.š?} = Í .ÓŠ. lni»

i s about a factor 4 too small compared to the reported

experimental value of 7« Since the velse of the Ionisation

frecmency ? used i s almost close to the maximum (which

lm 2,8 x 10 sec"* for n. 1014 _ - ) it is difficult

to saa hov one can get a multiplication factor as larga,

as 7 in an Interaction time of 0.2 (j. sac* unlc-r* the

measurements correspond to a total lapse of time of the

order of o*8 ju. see» or twice as large« for the neutral

density • 0.5 x 10 1 4 «

The effect of tha initial nl vrioťlt» e*\ tho

interaction

we next come to the observations D<i) and t(ii) of sec* 2

vhlch refer to the effect of the initial pi

on the interaction*

velocity

According to the analysis in see« 4« the deceleration

of the plasma to terminal velocity occurs essentially because

of the Ionisation of helium atoms and eonseenient sharing of

the plasma menentum by the freshly ionised stationary helium

ions» A complete deceleration to the terminal velocity

(Indicative of a "strong interaction•) would thus crucially

deoend on the rapid Ionisation of the neutral atoms» which



In turn Is determined by ehe acceleration of the electron*

to high enough energies«

fh* analysis In sec« 5, however« shows that there exists

• threshold plasma velocity given by Eo. (31) belov which

the electrons could not be accelerated to high enough

energies to ionire the neutrals« and as such the deceleration

of the plasma would net occur* As already discussed in

detail in sec. 5« experimental results given in D(ii) and

D(il) do Indeed show that to be the case; and thus point

to the existence of a threshold velocity though this aspect

has not been explicitly investigated in the experiment«

Finally we again vlsh to emphasize that a clear

distinction must be taacSe between the "terminal velocity"

and the threshold velocity for interaction.



so
Appendix

The perpendicular acceleration and the anomalous collision

As has been discussed earlier* the kinetic energy of

the plasma resides also as the total field energy of the

polarization electric field that is associated with the

motion of the plasaa across the magnetic field« Zf the

electrons can move across the magnetic field to gain energy

from the electric field then they can suffer a perpendicular

acceleration at tho expense of the field energy*

2h a completely colllsionless plasma in a magnetic

field the electrons cannot move across the magnetic field

unless they undergo collisions with either other particles or

with electric field fluctuations« when the plasma In the

experiment encounters the neutral gas the electrons can move

across the magnetic field on colliding with the neutral atoms«

The resulting cross field drift of the electrons which is

known as the Pederson drift is given by

-' (Al)

where -{„.- " '̂-*/yífe C i s the electron gyrofreeuency« and

q- the collision tine of the electrons with the neutrals»

or the electric field fluctuations or both« The energy

gala by the electrons per unit time is given by



(A2)

«her« -4/ÍÍL^? 1- is assuned* Using the experimental value
,7

of Vo . £ E/B • 4 x 10 CM sec"*» In the above relation»

the energy gain A£in a tine r.lOu.sec (say first half of

the total retardation time) Is obtained from the above

relation as

= -2 x lc eV
(A3)

The minimum energy for the Ionisation of helium is Its

Ionisation potential ^4.5 eV. Hence the minimum V

an electron to gain 24.5 eV in a time O.lO^sec is

(A4)

The electron-He c o l l i s i o n frequency \) i s given by

(Akasofu and Chaoman, 1972)

(AS)

For an initial electron temperature 10 eV, and a

neutral density n(He) = 5 x 10 cm" this gives

(Ä5)

This falls by a factor of about ̂  short of that reouired

for the minimum cnercy needed for the ionization and by a

factor of about lie short of that needed for the observed



S3

energise of «bout 300 «V in tha «xperteaat.

Thus mar« electron neutral collisions would set

suffice tô  account for tha- observed «lactron energies

if this «era tha sola acceleration nechanls«» Such

ah acceleration mechanism avan if it sufficed would

deposit energy in the perpendicular component only

and vould not» therefore« account for tha polarisation

measurement. Such a "perpendicular acceleration* will

probably occur along with the parallel acceleration-"

of sec» 6 in the later phase of the interaction«

Some Instabilities (see for instance Sherman-(1973)«

Baadu (1975)) may arise in this phase with high enough

level of electrostatic fluctuations so that the anomalous

collision frecuency V resulting therefrom yields a

perpendicular acceleration reouired to explain the.

observations. K =• information iå, however* available on

the relation between percentage anisotropy in the velocity

distribution and the percentage polariation; so no

quantitative estimates of the perpendicular energy can ba

made*
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TABLB 1

Neutral density nn «« N. lo 1 4

Type et . Temperatur«
col Halone T.eV.

H*-H« charge toco
Exchange

H+-H« impact 1000
ionlratlon

cm-3

Collision
Bee

Sx 10*

3 X 10*

ff*.
• *

•

V * 2 x | 0 7 da.

M««n £rt« path
/A Com«)

4* 10Z

• • • * io i

H# momentum
transí«r

Electron
Ha impact
Ionisation

5
£5

lOO

1O

25

100

1.1 X 10'
2.6 X 107

S.2 X 107

1.6 X 105

7.9 X 105

2.S X 10*

X1.4
11.4

11.4

l.§2

0.71

0*3*

1.2S x ic

2S

8

200 2.0 X 10 (M3t)



0 * 5 0*75 1.0

O.5 i O.1343X1O" O.5311X1O. -1 0.1439

1.0 i 0.7000X10- 2 O. 2940X10" 0.7850X10"

TABLK 3

0 . 5

1.O

O.O

O.126OX1O"1

O.1440

O.2

O.1125X1O"1

0.1286

Z

0 . S

O.9439X1O*2

O»1O76

TKBLĚt 4

s
1

K-

H

S

- í

-O.2

°*-

63.6

15^

2 . 7

0 . 2

84,4

21*1

3 * 4

0*0

95.7 «V

24«0 «V

3.» mV



Cantlon for ^atfte 1 s

Colll*loo frequencies and aean free path* for various
.type« of coll is ion*.

Foot not« to ff 1 t

The values In the tabla hav« bean obtained from the

curves of reaction ratas compiled by Freeman and Jones

(1974).

Caption for Table 2 t

The values of the Integral I for different values

of %( and

The values of the Integral X for 3 • 1 *Rd f o r different

values of $ and ť •

Caption for Tab^e 4 t

The values of o 6 for J ^ ' ; f r L i >L " K.10 csT

and for different values of i •

Cantion for Flo. 1. »

The plasm front PP* noves with velocity V «cross a

Magnetic field B Into a neutral gas (ahown with dots)

with NN' being its front edge (Idealised to be sharp) •

The region RPP'N' is then the region of Interaction«

at a given tine. B Is the polarization electric field.


